












Optimal Binary Search Trees with Costs
Depending on the Access Paths
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ABSTRACT
We describe algorithms for constructing optimal binary search trees, in which the
access cost of a key depends on the k preceding keys which were reached in the
path to it. This problem has applications to searching on secondary memory and
robotics. Two kinds of optimal trees are considered, namely optimal worst case
trees and weighted average case trees. The time and space complexities of both
algorithms are O(nk+2) and O(nk+l ), respectively. The algorithms are based on
a convenient decomposition and characterizations of sequences of keys which are
paths of special kinds in binary search trees. Finally, using generating funcions,
we present an exact analysis of the number of steps performed by the algorithms.
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1 Introd uction
Binary search trees form one of the topics most commonly studied in com-
puter science, probably due to their wide range of applications. Their im-
portance can be assessed by reading [3] and [4]. Relevant papers on binary
search trees date back to the fifties, while a tutorial on the subject has re-
cently appeared [5] .
In this paper we consider the problems of finding optimal binary search trees
in which the access cost to a key Xq depends on the k preceeding keys which
were reached in the path to Xq. The classical optimal binary search tree
construction by Gilbert and Moore [1] and Knuth [2] corresponds thus to
the fundamental case k = o. In this work we are concerned with the values
k ;:::: 1. Two kinds of optimal trees are considered, namely optimal worst case
trees and weighted average case trees. The inputs of these problems are a
number n of keys, the value k, 1 ::; k < n, and a cost associated to each
possible sequence formed by at most k + 1 keys, all of them distinct. For the
weighted average case minimization problem, each key is additionally given
a weight. U sually , such a weight would re:flect the frequency of accessing the
key. Observe that the input size grows exponentially with k, as it is O(nk+l).
We describe algorithms for solving the two problems above. The time com-
plexity is O(nk+2), both for minimizing worst case and weighted average
case. The extra space needed is O(nk+l). Time and space complexities are
polynomial in the size of the input.
The optimal binary search tree for k = 0 and with uniform key access costs,
as considered in [1, 2], is a model for situations in which the keys are in the
main memory. Greater values of k and arbitrary access costs could model
the cases in which other kind of memories are involved. For example, when
all keys are stored in a disk, the access cost to a given key depends on the
position on the disk of the key previously accessed. Therefore finding an
optimal tree when all keys are stored in a disk would correspond to the case
k = 1. In this situation, the input size is O(n2) and the complexity of the
proposed algorithm is O(n3). Besides practical motivations, we believe that
seme of the concepts presented in this paper might be of interest in the
general study of search trees.
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The following are some basic definitions.
A binary tree is a rooted tree T in which every node z, other than the root,
is labelled left child or right child, in such a way that any two siblings have
different labels. When z has no siblings it is called an only child. A path of
T is a sequence of nodes Zl, ..., Zt, such that Zq is the parent of Zq+l. In this
case, Zl is an ancestor of Zt, while Zt is a descendant of Zl. When Zl # Zt they
are called proper ancestor and proper descendant, respectively. A t-path is a
path formed by t nodes. The notation N(T) represents the set of nodes of T .
For Z E N(T), the binary tree defined in T by all descendants of Z is called
the subtree of T rooted at Z, and denoted by T(z). The left subtree of z is
the binary tree formed in T by the left child of z and all of its descendants.
Similarly, define the right subtree of z. Represent by TL(Z) and TR(Z) the left
and right subtrees of z, respectively. A binary tree defined in T by a subset
of N(T) is called a partial subtree of T. A root path is a path starting at the
root of T, while a root-leaf path starts at the root and ends at some leaf of
T.
Let { :Z:1 , ..., Xn} be a set of elements called keys, :Z:q < Xq+l. A binary search
tree for {Xl, ..., Xn} is a binary tree T in which N(T) = {Xl, ..., Xn}, with
every pair of keys Xp,Xq E N(T) satisfying: Xq E N(TL(:Z:p)) implies q < p,
and Xq E N(TR(xp)) implies q > p. A legal path is a sequence of keys which
is a path in some binary search tree.
The described minimization problems are solved by dynamic programming
equations. The corresponding decompositions employ the concepts of legal
path and ( i, j)-legal paths. The latter means those legal paths leading to a
subtree formed by consecutive keys. We then describe characterizations for
both legal and ( i, j)-legal paths. The algorithms are obtained by combin-
ing the decompositions and the characterizations. The decompositions are
presented in Section 2 and the characterizations in Section 3. Section 4 de-
scribes the algorithms and an analysis which determines the exact number of
steps performed by them. The analysis is based on generating functions and
enumerates ( i, j)-legal paths. Some additional remarks form the last section.
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2 The Decompositions
Let k ~ 1 be a given integer value and {Xl, ..., Xn} a set of keys, Xq < Xq+l.
For each Xq and legal path Yl, ..., Yt, where 1 ~ t ~ k + 1 and Xq = Yt, it
is given a real non-negative key cost C(Yl' ..., Yt) of Yt relative to Yl, ...Yt. It
corresponds to the cost ofreaching Yt through the path Yl, ...,Yt. In addition,
each key Xq is given a non-negative real weight w(Xq). For a legal path
Yl, ..., Ym, define its path cost as
C(Yl,...'Ym)= ~ C(Ymax{l,q-k},...,Yq) (1)
l$q$m
Let T be a binary search tree for { Xl , ..., Xn}. Denote by x; the root path
to key Xq. The values maXl$q$n{C(x;)} and El$q$nW(Xq).C(x;) are called
worst case tree cost and weighted average case tree cost, respectively. When
N(T) = 0, the costs of T are defined as zero. The question consists of
finding the tree T which minimizes one of these two above costs, as desired.
A minimizing tree is called optimal.
Observe that subtrees of an optimal tree are not necessarily optimal, for any
k > o. Consider the example having k = 1, n = 3, with key costs as given
by figure l(a) and having all weights equal to 1.
legal paths Xl X2 X3 XIX2 Xlx3 X2Xl X2X3 X3Xl X3X2 (a)






The tree of figure 1 (b ) is both worst and average case optimal, but T ( :z: 2 )
is not optimal in any case. Consequently, the decomposition employed in
the dynamic programming solution of the optimal binary search tree prob-
lem for k = O does not apply to the present case. However, special kinds
of partial subtrees are optimal, making it possible to solve our minimiza-
tion problems by conveniently decomposing them into smaller subproblems,
leading to techniques similar as [1, 2] .We need more notation.
First, introduce k additional keys {:Z:n+l, ...':Z:n+k}, called dummy keys, also
satisfying :Z:q < :Z:q+l, n ::; q < n + k. Each of these keys has weight O. The
key costs relative to paths containing dummy keys are defined as follows.
Let Yl, ..., Yt be a legal path having at least one dummy key, 1 ::; t ::; k + 1.
Then
0, when Yl, ..., Yt are all dummy keys (2)
( ) -c(Yq, ...Yt), when 3 q > 1 such that Yl, ..., Yq-l arec Yl, ..., Yt -
d k b (3)ummy eys, ut Yq, ...Yt are not
00 , otherwise ( 4 )
Denote X = {:Z:l,...,:z:n+k}, Xi- = {:Z:l,...,:z:i}, Xi+ -{:z:i+l,...,:z:n+k},
Xii = {:z:i+l, ..., :Z:i} and ~i = 2:::i<q~i W(:Z:q).
Let i, j be a pair of integers, o::; i::; j ::; n. A path Yl, ..., Yk is ( i, j)-legal
when there exists a binary search tree T having node set X containing the
path Yl, ...Yk and such that either i = j and Yk is a leaf of T, or Yk has
a child :Z:l E Xii satisfying N(T(:z:l)) = Xii. In other words, an (i,j)-legal
path is one leading to a subtree containing exactly the keys of Xii, in a tree
formed by all keys of X .
Let Yl,...,Yk be an (i,j)-legal path. Denote by Tii(Yl,...,yk) an optimal
subtree formed by the nodes of Xii, where Yl, ..., Yk is the path leading to its
root. Represent by Cii(Yl, ...,Yk) the (optimal) cost of Tii(Yl, ...,Yk). That
is, Cij(Yl, ..., Yk) can be interpreted as the optimal cost to search the subtree
Xii, given that Yl, ...,Yk) is the path leading to it. Note that Tii(Yl, ...,Yk)
does not contain the nodes of Yl, ..., Yk, however the cost of it depends on
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this path. In terms of this notation, a solution to the stated minimization
problems is the subtree of TOn(Xn+k, Xn+k-l, ..., Xn+l)' having as root the
child of Xn+l. Observe that the path leading to the latter tree is formed
solely by dummy keys.
For determining the value of the optimal cost Ci,j(Yl, ..., Yk), we decompose
the corresponding problem into the subproblems of finding the optimal costs
Ci,l-1(Y2, ..., Yk, Xl) and Clj(Y2, ..., Yk, Xl), for each xl E Xij. The key Xl is
the child of Yk in the trees. See figure 2.
The following dynamic programming equations apply the described decom-
positions and compute the optimal costs values.
Worst case minimization:
{ O,when i = j. Otherwise, (5)
Cij(Yl,...,yk) = .
m'tni<l~j{ max{ Ci,l-1(Y2, ..., Yk, Xl), Clj(Y2, ..., Yk, Xl)}+
+C(Yl,...,Yk,Xl)}, (6)
for al1 O ~ i ~ j ~ n and (i,j)-legal paths Yl, ...,Yk, k ~ 1.
Weighted average case minimization:
{ O,when i = j. Otherwise, (7)
Cij(Yl,...,Yk) = .
m'tni<l~j{ Ci,l-1(Y2, ..., Yk, Xl) + Clj(Y2, ..., Yk, Xl)+
+Wij.C(Yl,...,Yk,Xl)}, (8)
for al1 O ~ i ~ j ~ n and (i,j)-legal paths Yl, ...,Yk, k ~ 1.
In. order to verify the correctness of the above equations, note that if Yl , ..., Yk
is an (i,j)-legal path and i < l ~ j then Y2, ..., Yk, Xl is both ( i, l- l)-legal
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and (l,j)-legal. Using this fact, the dynamic programming equations can be
obtained by standard induction.
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Figure 2: The decomposition of Tij(Yl, ...,Yk)
The algorithms for finding optimal worst case and weighted average case
binary search trees can now be described.
The input consists of an integer k > O, a set { Xl, ., ., Xn} of keys, Xq <
Xq+l, and a key cost C(Yl, ...,Yt) for each legal t-path, 1 ..:; t ..:; k + 1.
Alternatively, the input can consist of a function which enables to compute
the key costs C(Yl, ..., Yt), whenever needed. In the latter case we assume that
this computation can be done in constant time. In addition, in the weighted
average case problem each key Xq is also given a non-negative weight w(Xq).
The algorithms start by defining the dummy keys {Xn+l, ..., Xn+k}. Using
(2) -(4), compute the key costs C(Yl, ...,Yt), for each legal t-path Yl, ...Yt
wi-th at least one dummy key, 1 ..:; t ..:; k + 1. Define w( Xq) = 0 for each
n + 1 < q ..:; n + k. For each (i,j)-legal t-path Yl,...,Yt and 0 < i <
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j :::; n, compute Cij(yl, ..., Yt) by (5) -(6) and (7) -(8), respectively for
the worst case and weighted average case problems. All required legal and
(i,j)-legal paths are generated using Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. That
is, we generate all min-max and (i,j)-inc-dec orderings. The final solution is
COn(Xn+k,...'Xn+l).
3 Characterizing Legal Paths
In this section we describe characterizations for legal and (i,j)-legal paths.
That is, for sequences of keys which are paths in some binary tree, and which
lead to subtrees formed by consecutive keys, respectively. The following
definition is useful.
Let y C X. An ordering Yl, ..., Ym of the keys of y is called min-max when
each Yq is either minimal or maximal in {Yq, ..., Ym}. In this case, label each
Yq, 1 :::; q :::; m, as min or max, respectively.
The following characterizes legal paths.
Theorem 1: A path is legal if and only if it is a min-max ordering.
Proofi Let Yl, ..., Ym be a legal path. Then there exists a binary search
tree T, such that Yl, ..., Ym is a path of T. If it is not a min-max order-
ing there exists a key Yi which is neither the minimal nor the maximal of
{Yi,yi+l, ...,Ym}, i:::; m-2. Ifyi+l is a left child in T then yi > yi+l, ...,Ym,
impliying that yi is a max key. Similarly, yi+l can not be a right child, be-
cause it would imply that yi is a min key. The contradiction implies that
Yl, ..., Ym is a min-max ordering.
Conversely, let Yl, ...,Ym be a min-max ordering. We construct a binary tree
T such that Yl, ...,Ym is a path of it. For each i, 1 < i::; m, let yi be either
the left or right child of Yi-l in T, according to whether yi is a min or max
key, respectively. It follows that T is a binary search tree. Consequently,
Yl, ..., ym is a legal path. o
The following ordering is also of interest.
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For y C X and O ~ i < j ~ n + k, an ordering y' of y is called ( i, j)-inc-dec
when
.y C X:- U X:I-, 3 ,
.the keys of y n Xi- are in increasing ordering in y' , while those of
y n xt are in decreasing ordering.
.y n X; # 0 =?- Xi E Y, and
y n xt # 0 =?- Xj+l E y
Lemma 1: A (i,j)-inc-dec ordering is necessarily a min-max ordering.
Proof. Label the keys of y n Xi- as min, and as max those of y n xt. D
The next theorem characterizes (i,j)-legal paths.
Theorem 2: For i = j a path is ( i, j)-legal if and only if it is a min-max
ordering. For i < j, a path is ( i, j)-legal if and only if it is a ( i, j)-inc-dec
ordering.
Proof. When i = j the results follows from Theorem 1. Let i < j. By
hypothesis, Yl, ..., Ym is a ( i, j)-legal path. Then there is a binary search
tree T, having X as its node set, where Yl, ..., Ym is a path of it, Ym the
father of some xl E Xij and the subtree T( Xl) contains exactly the keys
of Xij. Let y = {Yl, ..., Ym}. We prove that Yl, ..., Ym satisfies the three
above conditions for an (i,j)-inc-dec ordering. First, clearly y C Xi- U xt.
Second, suppose there exists a key Yq E Xi- n y such that Yq > Yq+l for some
1 ~ q < m. Since T is a binary search tree, it follows that Yq+l is a key of
the left subtree of Yq. Since Yq is an ancestor of Ym, we know that Xl also
belongs to this subtree, contradicting Xl > Yq, implied by Yq E Xi-. Hence
no such q can exist. Consequently, the keys of Xi- n Y are in increasing
ordering in Yl, ..., Ym. Similarly, we prove that those of xt n Y form a
decreasing ordering. Third, suppose that X; n Y # 0 and Xi ft Y. Denote
by Yt the maximal key of Xi- n Y. Clearly, Yt < Xi. We try to locate key
Xi in T. Suppose that Xi is a descendant of Yt. Then Xi belongs to the
right subtree R of Yt. Consequently, T(Xl) is also in R. If t = m then
Xi E T(Xl), a contradiction. When t < m we know that Yt, ..., Ym is a path
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of R. Because T is a binary search tree and the maxima1ity of Yt in Xi- it
follows that Yt+l, ..., Ym E xt. Consequently, because the keys of xt n y
are in decreasing ordering in Yl, ..., Ym, we conclude that Yt+l is a right
child, but Yt+2, ..., Ym, Xl are a1lleft children. Because Xi < Yt+l, ..., Ym, Xl
it follows that Xi must belong to T(Xl). The latter contradicts again the fact
that T(Xl) contains exactly Xij. Hence Xi is not a descendant of Yt. Neither
can Xi be an ancestor of Yt. Because in this case, Yt belongs to the left subtree
L of Xi, implying that Xl > Xi belongs to L, a contradiction. The remaining
possibility is that Xi is neither a descendant nor an ancestor of Yt. In this
case, let z be the nearest common ancestor of Xi and Yt. Denote by L and
R the left and right subtrees of z, respectively. If Xi is in L then Yt must be
in R, contradicting Yt < Xi. The other case is Xi in R and Yt in L, making
it impossible the assumption Xi < Xi+l. Therefore the alternative that Xi is
neither a descendant nor an ancestor of Yt can also not occur. Consequently,
Xi- n y # 0 imp1ies Xi E Y. The proof that xt n y # 0 imp1ies Xj+l E y is
similar. Consequently, Yl, ...,Ym is an (i,j)-inc-dec ordering.
Conversely, suppose that Yl, ...,Ym is an (i,j)-inc-dec ordering, O ~ i < j ~
n + k. We construct a binary tree T' as follows. The sequence Yl, ..., Ym is a
path of T', such that YP is a left or right child of Yp-l, according to whether
YP < Yp+l or YP > Yp+l, respectively. T' also contains a subtree T'(Xl), having
an arbitrary root Xl E Xij, and satisfying the following property: T'(Xl) is
a binary search tree containing exactly the keys of Xij. Fina1ly, make Xl
the left or right child of Ym, according to whether Ym E xt or Ym E Xi- ,
respectively. The construction of T' is completed. Let y = {Yl, ..., Ym}.
Since Yl, ...,Ym is an (i,j)-inc-dec ordering, it follows that y n Xij = 0.
Hence the path Yl, ...,Ym and T(Xl) are disjoint. The latter completes the
argument to show that T' is a binary tree. Moreover, we will conclude that
it is in fact a binary search tree. With this purpose, let Zl, Z2 be keys of T',
Zl belonging to the left subtree L of Z2. Consider the possibilities:
Case 1: Zl, Z2 E y
Since Yl, ..., Ym is an ( i, j)-inc-dec ordering, by Lemma 1 it is a InÍn-max
ordering. By Theorem 1 it must be a legal path. Hence Zl being in L imp1ies
zl < Z2.
Case 2: Zl E Xij and Z2 E y
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Suppose Ym = Z2. Then Xl must be the left child of Ym. By the construction
of T', we conclude that Z2 E xt. Hence Zl < Z2. Suppose now Z2 # Ym.
By Case 1, we conclude that Ym < Z2. Suppose Ym E xt. Then Zl < Ym,
implying Zl < Z2. Alternatively, consider Ym E Xi- .In this case, if Z2 E Xi-
then Z2,Ym must appear in increasing ordering, because Yl, ...,Ym is an (i,j)-
inc-dec ordering. Hence Z2 < Ym, a contradiction. Consequently, Z2 E xt .
That is, Zl < Z2.
Case 3: Zl E Y and Z2 E Xij
This case can not occur , because it implies that Z2 is a descendant of Zl. This
contradicts Zl belonging to the left subtree of Z2.
Case 4: Zl, Z2 E Xij
Since T(Xl) is a binary search tree, Zl being in L implies Zl < Z2.
iFrom the above cases, we can conclude that Zl belonging to TL(Z2) implies
that Zl < Z2, for any Zl, Z2 E Y U Xij. Similarly, it can be proved that Zl
belonging to TR(Z2) implies Zl > Z2. Consequently, T' is a binary search
tree containing the keys N(T') = Y U Xij. Let X' = X \ N(T'). We now
include in T' each key of X', as follows. If Y n Xi- = 0 and i > O then
include Xi E X' in T' so as Yl becomes the right child of Xi. Similarly, if
Y n xt = 0 and j < n + k then Xj+l E X' is included in T' in such a way
that Yl is the left child of Xj+l. Note that the above two conditions can not
occur simultaneouly. Next, for each key of X' not yet included in the tree,
include it according to the rules of binary search tree insertion. Let T be
the final tree so obtained. Since T' is a binary search tree, T is so. Also,
T' is a partial subtree of T. Clearly N(T) = X and Yl, ...,Yk is a path of
T'. Consequently, in order to show that Yl,...,ym is (i,j)-legal, it remains
only to prove that T'(Xl) = Xij. Equivalently, that T(Xl) = T'(Xl). Suppose
the contrary. Then T(Xl) necessarily contains some key z E X'. Suppose
z E Xi- .The following alternatives exist.
Case 1: Y n Xi- # 0
By the definition of ( i,j)-inc-dec ordering, it follows that Xi E Y. That is,
Xi is a proper ancestor of Xl in T. Hence, z # Xi. Since Xi is the maximal
key of Xi- , it follows z < Xi. Then the binary search tree insertion procedure
would not include z in the right subtree of Xi. On the other hand, xl belongs
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to the right subtree of Xi, as Xi < Xl. Hence z <t N(T(Xl)).
Case 2: y n Xi- = 0
Ifi = O then Xi- = 0, contradicting z E Xi-. When i > O, Yl is the right child
of :Z:i, by the construction of T. Hence z < Xi, implying that the binary search
tree insertion again could not include z in TR(:z:i). However Xl E N(TR(Xi)).
That is, z <t N(T(Xl)).
Consequently, z E Xi- imp1ies that z is not in T(Xl). Similarly, we prove
that z E Xj+ also imp1ies that z can not be in T(Xl). Therefore T(Xl) is
formed exactly by the keys of Xij. Hence Yl, ...'Ym is an (i,j)-legal path,
completing the proof of Theorem 2. D
4 Analytical Results
In this section we compute some measures related to the problem. We start
by computing a couple of general measures and later use them to deduce
some parameters important for the problem: number of steps performed by
the algorithm, space complexity, size of the input and number of (i,j)-legal
paths. We employ generating functions and refer to the book by Sedgewick
and Flajolet [7] .We :first compute the above measures exactly and later give
an easier to grasp approximation. The final result is that we pay O(nk+2)
time and O(nk+l) space.
Rethink the access history in this way: instead of considering a sequence of
Yq min-max values, consider that the interval to work on, initially [1, n], is
reduced k times, by either incrementing its left 1imit (min value) or decre-
menting its right 1imit ( max value) .Hence, we have a sequence of increments
and a sequence of decrements, where the sum of the steps is k. We can iden-
tify the access history with the pair of sequences ( accounting also for the
form in which they are mixed). If we are interested in the amount of work to
do, we consider that after the k steps are done, we work in time proportional
to the size of the intervalleft. See Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Interpreting legal paths. Variables z, x and w correspond to the
quantities to be counted.
variable z count the total size of the array ( n ) , x count the total number of
accesses ( k ) and w the total amount of work. Our generating function is thus
F(z,x,w) L Fn,k,7'ZnXkW7'
n,k,7'?:°
such that in an array of n elements there are Fn,k.7' different histories of k
steps which lead to an interval of size r (which costs O(r)).
To keep count of the size of the array (in z) and the number of steps (in
x) at the same time, we consider the number of elements "skipped" in the
consecutive increments (see Figure 3). A single increasing step is represented
by the function
) xz 2 3
I(z, x = = xz + xz + xz + ...
1-z
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that is, one access is performed ( x) after skipping over one or more elements
of the array (z's). There is at least one element, which is the array element
compared. A sequence of zero or more increasing accesses is represented by
I.(z,x) = ~ 1 + I(z,x) + I(z,x)2 + I(z,x)3 + ...
and the same formulas hold for D(z,x) = I(z,x) and D.(z,x) = I.(z,x). A
sequence of intermingled increasing and decreasing accesses corresponds to
ID.(z x) = 1 = -.!.-
, l-(I(z,x)+D(z,x)) 1-f::.;
and the final sequence of elements of the set where we have to work is repre-
sented by
1
1 1 + wz + W2Z2 + W3Z3 + ...
-wz
(where we count one unit of work in w and one element of the array in z).
On the other hand, a sequence of elements where we do not have to work is
simply 1/(1- z) = 1 + z + Z2 + We are still missing some border conditions. If we are interested in the total
number of access paths that start with the complete array and end up at a
given (i,j) interval (i.e. inc-dec orderings), then we have all the elements to
express the final formula, which is




which counts a number of increasing or decreasing steps plus a final central
segment. Since we sum z's along all this process, we have in z the length of
the resulting array. We add an x per step so we have in x the number of
steps. Finally, we have in w the size of the final segment. At the end, we
select those processes which turn out to have n elements (zn), k steps (xk),
and lead to an array of size Ij -i I + 1 ( wli-il+l ) .
However, this is not the correct formula if we are interested in the time or
space complexity. The reason is that we have to compute the above measures
not only if we start with the original array, but also for any possible original
subinterval.
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There are two important cases here. First, if an interval has increasing and
decreasing components, then we do not have to perform a different compu-
tation for all the possible original subintervals. For instance, suppose that
n = 100 and k = 2. The access history given by [25,75] for example, that
yields the subinterval [26,74] to work on does not depend on the original
interval [1,100]. The final subinterval [26,74] would not need to be recom-
puted if the original interval was [10,90] instead. If, on the other hand, both
accesses at 25 and 75 are increasing then the final subinterval is [76,100] ,
which certainly depends on the initial interval [1,100]. Hence, we must sum
over all access histories with no regard to the initial subintervals, except for
those which have only increasing or only decreasing components.
We are now ready to state the general formula for the complexities. Since
we are disregarding the initial and final ends of the array, we represent the
sequence of accesses just by I D* ( z , x) .However, for the case of only in-
creasing or decreasing elements we have to subtract what we have added and
replace it by a formula that allows to consider all the possible initial right
extremes (for I) and all possible initial left extremes (for D). In the case
of increments (the decrements are similar), this is obtained by subtracting
I* ( z , x) from I D* ( z , x) and then adding I* ( z , x) / ( 1 -z) , since this allows to
add an arbitrary number of z's to the right, accounting for all possible posi-
tions of the sequence inside the array. Finally, after a sequence of increasing
and decreasing steps, there is a final central segment on which we work. The
formula is
F(z,x,w) = ( ID*(x,y) -I*(z,x) + I*(z,x)~ -D*(z,x)+
1-z
+ D*(z,x)~ ) -2-
1 -z 1 -wz
which is equal to
~ 1 2z/(1 -z) ) 1




To count the total amount of work to do, we consider that each different
subinterval ( i, j) of the array reached through a different legal path must be
processed. To process such interval, we must consider all its positions from
i to j, and compute the worst-case or expected-case cost at each position.
To compute such cost, we need the cost of some subintervals. Given that
those subintervals are already computed, we work O(lj -il + 1) to solve the
subinterval (i,j) given a previous access history oflength k. Hence, what we
have to compute is the sum of Ij -il + 1 for all i::; j for all access histories
of length k w hich lead to the su binterval ( i, j) .
Therefore the total amount of work is the coefficient of Zna:k in the function
t5F
T(z,a:) = J-;(z,a:,l) = L rFn,k".Zna:k
n,k,'.~O
This is correct, since r Fn,k". is the total amount of work to do on an array of
size n and histories of length k.
We derive the above formula with respect to w and evaluate it at w = 1, to
obtain
T z a: -z ~ -.!.-- 2z/(1 -z) )( , ) - (1 -Z )2 1 -~ + 1 -~
l-z l-z
To find the coefficient that corresponds to a:k in T(z, a: ), notice that the
coefficient for 1/ ( 1 -aa: ) is ak. Hence
z ( 2kzk 2zk+l \
Tk(Z) = ~ \~+ (l-z)k+l)
and to obtain the coefficient that corresponds to zn in Tk(z), notice that the
coefficient of 1/( 1 -z )m+l is ( n~m ) , and that the coefficient of zn in z f ( z) is
that of Zn+l in f(z). Consequently, the total amount of work is exactly
~ -2k ( n \ ( n \
k,n -\ k + 1) + 2 \ k + 2 )
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which for instance shows that for k = 1 the amount of work is T1,n =
n3/3 -n/3. To obtain a more easy to handle formula we can simp1ify the
combinatorials and conclude that the cost is
( 2knk+l 2nk+2 \
Tk,n = \ (k+"i)j + (k+2j1 } (1 + O(k2/n)) < nk+2
In fact, we should consider also the access paths with less than k elements,
since in the initial accesses we do not have the full history. This is obtained
by summing up the above values for k from zero to its maximum values. The
result is still upper bounded by nk+2.
Notice that we have left aside the case of zero-length sequences, where both
ends of the initial subinterval must be considered (not only the rightmost or




i.e. To.n = n3/6 + n2/2 + n/3.
4.2 Space Complexity
We consider space now. We have to store one cell for each different ac-
cess path. Hence, instead of being interested in the size of the final central
segments, we just count their number. This is equivalent to
S(z, a: ) = F(a:, z, 1) = :}:= Fn,k,rZnXk
n,k.r ?:O
which is
1 ~ 1 2z/(1 -z) )S(z,a:) -1-z 1-~+ 1-~
l-z l-z
which gives
Sk,n -2k~~) + 2~k: 1)
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and this can be simplified to
(2k k 2 k+l \
Sk.n = \ -i- + ~ } (1 + O(k2/n)) < nk+l
which again is kept unchanged if we add up also the histories of length less
than k. The size of the input problem has exactly the same complexity. For
each possible access history of length k or less, we have an access cost.
4.3 Inc-dec Orderings
Finally, we compute the total number of (i,j)-inc-dec orderings in an array
of n elements. In this case, our original interval starts at the root, and hence
the F' ( X, z, 1) defined before is appropriate, instead of F ( X, z, 1) .U sing the
same techniques as above, we find On.k, which is the total number of inc-dec
orderings of k steps.
However, there is one final problem. When we considered the legal paths
leading to each ( i, j) interval, each paths was counted twice. The reason is
that the last comparison could be a min or a max component of the sequence.
This was correct in the previous section because both cases lead to different
final intervals to work on. Since we are interested in the number of paths
here, we divide the total by two (except when k = O). The result, valid for
k > 0, is
O = 2k-l (n\n,k \ k }
(and On.O = 1), while if we are not interested in k, we have
On = (3n + 1)/2
5 Conclusions
We have described algorithms for finding optimal binary search trees for a
given set {Xl, ..., Xn} of keys when the cost of each key Xq depends on the
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(k + l)-path leading to Xq. The parameter k is a given arbitrary integer in
the range 1 :::; k < n. The optimality refers to a tree having either minimal
worst case or weighted average case cost. The complexity of both algorithms
is 0(nk+2). It should be noted that although the complexity is an exponential
in k, it is polynomial in the input size, in fact O( n ) times the input size. We
remark that the complexity of the proposed algorithm for k = 1 is the same
as that for the well-known k = O, where non-uniform costs are allowed.
The algorithms make use of additional dummy keys {Xn+l, ..., Xn+k}, with
costs accordingly de:fined. It is simple to modify the algorithms to avoid
computations with dummy keys. An idea is to impose that whenever Xp and
Xq are dummy keys and Xp is a proper ancestor of Xq then p > q.
The monotonicity principIe by Knuth [2] made it possible to decrease the
number ofiterations from 0(n3) to 0(n2), for constructing an optimal binary
search tree. Unfortunately, the principle does not hold for k > 0, as shown
by the following example. Let { Xl, ..., Xk+2} be the given set of keys, all
with uniform weights. The costs are defined as follows:
C(Xk+l'. ..,Xl) = C(Xk+l'.. .,X2) = ...= C(Xk+l) = 0,
C(Xl, ..., Xk, Xk+2) = C(Xl, ..., Xk) = ...= C(Xl) = 0,
C(X2'. ..,Xk,Xk+2,Xk+l) = 0,
while any other key cost is equal to 1. The solution of both minimization
pro blems for the keys { x 1, ..., x k+ 1} is the tree formed by the single path
Xk+l, ..., Xl. When adding the key Xk+2, the optimal tree for { Xl , ..., Xk+2 }
is the path Xl, ..., Xm, Xm+2, Xm+l, meaning that the principle does not apply
for k > 0. In fact, it does not hold also for k = 0 under non uniform key
costs.
Finally, it would be worth mentioning that the proposed model can also
handle unsuccesfull searches. Basically, to the existing n + k keys of the
tree, we add n + k + 1 new nodes. These are called gaps and correspond
to the external nodes, i.e., unsuccesfull searches. To each gap it is given an
arbitrary weight, as for keys. The key costs of a key or gap Yt are rede:fined,
so as to satisfy the following conditions. If Yl, ..., Yt are all keys then the
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e
value C(Yl, ..., Yt) is exactly as in Section 2. That is, either taken from the
input or computed by (2- 4). Otherwise (i) C(Yl, ..., Yt) = 00, whenever any
among Yl, ...,Yt-l is a gap, or (ii) C(Yl, ...,Yt) = O, in case that Yt is a gap
and a11 Yl, ..., Yt-l are keys. Then we apply the algorithms, as described in
the last section.
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